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Q&A

About me 

T&I PedagogyMediation in LT

T&I as mediation 

in LT



Translation & Interpreting

● Practitioner (BA, MA)
● Trainer & Researcher (PhD)

Language Pedagogy

▪ MA in Teaching Spanish as a Foreign
Language (2011)

▪ DELE Examiner
▪ Spanish

▪ 1-to-1 private tuition & evening courses
▪ Spanish for SP:

▪ Business
▪ T&I
▪ Legal 

▪ Heritage Speakers
▪ Language enhancement for Spanish A 

conference interpreting trainees





bilingual examination of target language content against source language content for 
its suitability for the agreed purpose.

(the) monolingual examination of target language content for its suitability for the 
agreed purpose.

(to) examine the revised target language content and applying corrections before 
printing.

revision and review of MT output by a human post-editor (definition: my own!)

International Standard for Translation Services ISO17100

https://www.iso.org/standard/59149.html


Interpreting

https://webcast.ec.europa.eu/c6862d63b17d713ee14f3a405d9fde77
https://commission.europa.eu/education/skills-and-qualifications/develop-your-skills/language-skills/interpretation-training-toolbox/scictrain-training-modules-interpreting-students_en


Language proficiency: key in T&I



Translation = grammar-translation method

Translation = use of L1 (not welcome)

Translation = questionable Duolingo method

Translation = ‘an art’ 

Translation = something machines do (they can, yes) and the translators as an endangered species

Interpreting = something cool that sign language interpreters do

Interpreting = something people with superpowers do (in prestigious conference settings)

Interpreting = something any ‘bilingual’ person can do (in other more mundane settings)



‘Some’ research

- Using the L1 in to provide scaffolding for students to help each other (Cook 2001)

- Learners’ production ability in their L2 can be ‘streched’ by using translation (Tudor 1987)

- Translation encourages learners to use language more creatively (Uzawa 1997)

- Benefits of learning advanced-level Japanese through T&i (Takimoto and Hashimoto 2008, 2010)

- T&I activate more lively and meaningful interactions

- Students perceive materials in T&I activities as more relevant – increased motivation

- The ‘third place’





https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/mediation 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/mediation


CEFR 2001, CEFR Companion Volume 2020 (prov 2018)

● Updates and completes the CEFR (descriptors)

● Broadens mediation concept

● Refines pedagogical vision: 

learner/user as a social agent, learning as a dynamic process, learning through action, 
pedagogical value of mediation (Piccardo 2018, 2023)

https://rm.coe.int/common-european-framework-of-reference-for-languages-learning-teaching/16809ea0d4#page=35












Under Language Proficiency

translate complex texts on a wide range of general and specialised subjects from the target language(s), capturing nuances and implications

Under Intercultural awareness and pluricultural competence

deal with ambiguity in cross-cultural communication

act effectively as intercultural mediators, helping to maintain positive interaction by interpreting different perspectives and managing ambiguity

Under Subject-specific skills

mediate between languages, demonstrating cultural and plurilinguistic competence

QAA Subject Benchmark Statement for Languages, Cultures and Societies –


https://ddd.uab.cat/collection/pacte?ln=es&as=1




Linguistic skills: emphasis on listening and speaking

Extralinguistic subcompetence: general world knowledge, setting-

specific knowledge, assignment-specific knowledge

Key skills

▪ Analytical skills

▪ Memory

▪ Active listening

▪ Synthesis and reformulation

▪ Note-taking skills (consecutive)

▪ Décalage or voice span

▪ Split attention (simultaneous interpreting)

Knowledge of the profession: ethics and best practices





https://orcit.eu/resources-shelf-en/story_html5.html 

https://orcit.eu/resources-shelf-en/story_html5.html


https://www.ciol.org.uk/dpsi 

https://www.ciol.org.uk/dpsi


https://www.ciol.org.uk/dpsi 

https://www.ciol.org.uk/dpsi




Translation Pedagogy

● Discussion of translation and tr
strategies

● Parallel texts and research

● Increasingly based around translation
projects and collaborative learning

● Digitised practices

○ Research (terminological, conceptual)

○ Collaboration

○ CAT Tools

● Professional aspects

Interpreting Pedagogy

● Focus on ‘know-how’: skills

● Extensive practice
○ Isolated speeches

○ Mock events

○ Role-plays

● Setting/specialist knowledge

● Preparation

● Ethics











CONTEXT
PURPOSE

RECEPTION
PRODUCTION / INTERACTION

RESEARCH/PREPARATION 

LINGUALISM
CULTURALISM





LOWER LEVELS

- It happens naturally

- Risk of operating exclusively at word or sentence levels

- Insufficient resources: risk of excessive frustration

- Strategic competence: limited by resources

+ Plurilingual and pluricultural competence welcome: draw comparisons, to feel ‘safe’, to understand
similarities and differences



AT HIGHER LEVELS

+ Context and focused tasks: enabling communication

+ Potential of mobilizing strategic competence: reformulation, simplification, expansion (…)

+ Raise awareness of what you can do with your languages – and of what you can’t do (or not yet)

+ Allow students to engage with differences and similarities between languages at a deeper level

+ Allowing other languages in the classroom = safe space and acknowledgement for some?

+ Visibilize language users as social agents: applied nature and social function of T&I

+ T&I as professions: not known to everyone!



Translation

● Translation per se
● Analysis of ST and TT
● Analysis of different TTs –

including MT-outputs 
● Summary
● Review
● Postediting
● Subtitling

In the LC, not professionally(!)

Interpreting

● Liaison interpreting: role-play based
● Consecutive interpreting subskills: 

○ Active listening
○ Identification of key ideas
○ Summarising
○ Public speaking

● Listening to interpreters
● Sight translation



We have translated the website below (EDI information UoY) with Google 

Translate into Mandarin Chinese for our international students and we would like

you to review it before it is published next Friday.

Could you please check it against the English version and make any necessary

changes to ensure the quality of expression in Chinese? Also, if there is anything

that you think may lead to misunderstandings (cultural or other), could you make

sure any necessary adjustments are made?













A translation agency has requested a translation into English of an

informative leaflet written in French on the Sustainable Development

Goals for one of their clients, who is based in the UK. 

Each team will translate the information about one of the goals but you

need to make sure that there is consistency across sections in the final 

version of the leaflet.







http://citrans.uv.es/pluritav/sd/?lang=en


▪ Engage with students’ interests

▪ Address humour, nuance, cultural aspects

▪ Acknowledges students’ repertoires

▪ Pose ‘different’ challenges – multimodality

▪ Prompt discussions around accessibility

▪ ‘Tangible’ product

▪ Bring some safety into the LC – their first language

It requires:

▪ Analysis and comprehension (En)

▪ Transcription (En)

▪ Translation & problem-solving (En-)

▪ Recording/role-playing/using subtitling software (other languages)

▪ Adaptation (synchronisation, multimodality)

▪ Discussion (En)





Interpreting

● Liaison interpreting: role-play based
● Consecutive interpreting subskills: 

○ Active listening
○ Identification of key ideas
○ Summarising
○ Public speaking

● Listening to interpreters
● Sight translation



● Liaison interpreting
● Consecutive interpreting
● Simultaneous interpreting



Sample brief (known topic area):
Your neighbours’ cousin and their family are visiting the city. They are 
experiencing some issues with the heating and with noise at the AirBnB
where they are staying and they can hardly speak English. 

You have agreed to interpret between their host (English-speaking) and 
your neighbour’s cousin (X-speaking) later today.



CONTEXT?
PRE-TASK?
TASK?
POST-TASK?



● Liaison interpreting: mediated or ‘triadic’ dialogues
○ Ideal for practice through role-plays: situated - ++LSP

○ Pre-task: brief analysis

○ Preparation:

■ Interpreting users: content creation (not written down in full) or analysis (if script provided)

■ Interpreter: assignment preparation

○ Requires empathy and focus on other people’s communicative needs

○ Every participant develops a range of skills

○ Value language in use – and difficulties around it!

○ *At least two speakers of the same language required (ideal if only two!)



● Higher levels:
○ Ideal for developing active listening, comprehension and summarising skills

○ 2-3 minutes max - initially

○ Applied example into target language: students identify audiovisual resources
in their own language(s) and summarise them for their peers or deliver short 
presentations in their own language and a peer summarises them



Where to find speeches
TED Talks
Speech Repository

Pre-task: anticipation, preparation

Task(s):
Listen + analyse (= language)
Listen + summarise (≠ language)
- Written bullet points + oral rendition
- Oral summary

Post-task(s):
- Discuss performance and strategies
- Expand: use information for something else?

https://speech-repository.webcloud.ec.europa.eu/


Cautiously and maybe just for fun?

1. Chuchotage
2. Sight translation
3. Shadowing + 



● T&I in the LT classroom: 
○ Context and purpose can increase learning opportunities
○ Both the process (including pre-tasks) and the producto can add value
○ Emphasis on applied language use and language users as social agents

○ Friendlier for higher levels
○ Determined by the languages and the linguistic repertoires in the classroom
○ Requires planning and careful design
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